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       I acknowledge that Hulu's easy accessibility probably keeps some
people from pirating. But a respected industry analyst says less than
5% of TV content is being stolen today. 
~Steven Levitan

I once called the head of a network a liar. In hindsight, I should have
called him an incompetent liar. 
~Steven Levitan

I think that people with differing points of view find common ground in
'Modern Family' is very flattering, and I'm appreciative of that. 
~Steven Levitan

Sometimes you do have to scare people a little bit: if someone is not
acting in the best interest of the show, then maybe you need to scream
and yell a little bit, or let them know you're in charge. 
~Steven Levitan

I'm a little bit in shock, to tell you the truth. 
~Steven Levitan

I believe 'Hollywood' is more like middle America than many people
imagine. 
~Steven Levitan

I think every time there's a show like 'Modern Family' or 'Will & Grace'
that portray gay and lesbian characters and is successful, it just further
opens the door. 
~Steven Levitan

Twitter is fun - I'm a tech guy, I love anything new, I'm big on all that
stuff. 
~Steven Levitan
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Some estimate Hulu IPO could bring in $2 billion. What will the content
providers get? Zero. What is Hulu without content? An empty jukebox. 
~Steven Levitan

But at its core, 90 percent of my job is still sitting down in a room full of
people, and breaking storiesand that requires virtually no technology. 
~Steven Levitan

What about the accusation that Hollywood is trying to advance its
liberal agenda? Well, the fact is, while the creative community
admittedly leans left, Hollywood has become a corporate town. 
~Steven Levitan
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